Abstract. We construct a finite algebra generating a variety with 2EXPTIME complete membership problem. This proves that the universal membership problem for varieties and the varietal equivalence problem are 2EXPTIME complete as well, answering the question of Bergman and Slutzki from 2000.
Introduction.
With every finite algebra A the following computational problem, called the varietal membership problem for A, is formulated:
INPUT a finite algebra B PROBLEM decide if B ∈ HSP(A). This problem is closely related to the uniform varietal problem for A and B:
INPUT a pair of finite algebras (B, A) PROBLEM decide if B ∈ HSP(A). The question of the computational complexity of these problems has attracted attention in the past. The work of Kalicki [Kal52] shows that they are decidable (by the brute force algorithm). This result was refined by Bergman and Slutzki [BS00] by presenting an algorithm solving the universal membership problem (and so a membership problem for any given algebra) in 2EXPTIME. In this paper we construct a finite algebra generating a variety with 2EXPTIME complete membership problem. This implies that the universal membership problem is complete for 2EXPTIME.
The research in this area has been focused on finding examples of finite algebras generating varieties with computationally difficult membership problems. For all the algebras with a finite base of equations the membership problem is solvable in polynomial time-trivial in a computational complexity sense. This excludes, as possible candidates for algebras with high-complexity membership problems, algebras such as finite groups [OP64] , finite associative rings [Kru73, L'v73] , finite Lie rings [BO75] , finite lattices [McK70] , and many other algebras.
The first example of an algebra generating a variety with membership problem not solvable in P (if P = N P ) is due to Székely [Szé98, Szé02] . He produced an example of a finite algebra with NP-complete membership problem partially answering the question of Margolis and Sapir from [KS95] . The construction of Székely was refined to a groupoid in the joint work of the author and Kun in [KK08] , and to a semigroup with NP-hard membership problem by Jackson and McKenzie in [JM06] . Results of the author in [Koz04, Koz07] include constructions of finite algebras with PSPACE complete and EXPSPACE hard varietal membership problems. On the other hand, Bergman and Slutzki in [BS00] provided more restrictive upper bounds for multiunary algebras and algebras of cardinality two. The construction of this paper concludes the search for an exact bound on the complexity of membership problem for a variety generated by a finite algebra. The algebra generating a variety with a 2EXPTIME complete membership problem is constructed showing that the 2EXPTIME bound on the computational complexity is tight.
This result answers the second part of the question of Margolis and Sapir (Problem 2.5 in [KS95] ) providing a finite algebra generating a variety with a membership problem not solvable in PSPACE. Moreover, it answers the question of Bergman and Slutzki (Problem 6.8 in [BS00] ) showing that the problem of whether two given algebras generate the same variety is 2EXPTIME complete.
The results are obtained by an adaptation of a construction invented by McKenzie and introduced in [McK96b] and [McK96a] which associates with each Turing machine a finite algebra. An improvement in the computational complexity of the problem is achieved by allowing nonblank inputs, generating an exponentially long tape, and modelling alternating Turing machines.
In section 3 we introduce an algebra which allows us to model the computation of an alternating Turing machine. In section 4 we construct an algebra generating a variety with 2EXPTIME complete membership problem. In section 5 we present some final remarks on an application of the results of this paper.
Preliminaries.
For an introduction to the concepts used in this paper we invite the reader to consult the book of Burris and Sankappanavar [BS81] . For a more exhaustive overview see the book by McKenzie, McNulty, and Taylor [MMT87] . We follow the notation of these works in all the basic concepts.
For a given algebra A we say that the set B ⊂ A is absorbing if, for every basic operation of the algebra F (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) and any choice of the elements of the algebra a 0 , . . . , a n−1 , whenever {a 0 , . . . , a n−1 } ∩ B = ∅, then F (a 0 , . . . , a n−1 ) ∈ B. We say that the element b ∈ A is absorbing if the one element set {b} is absorbing. In the algebras considered in this paper the absorbing element is denoted by ⊥. This allows us to define elements of full support in the power of the algebra. For an algebra A such that ⊥ ∈ A, an element a ∈ A k has full support if for any i we have a(i) = ⊥.
We define a word of length n in an alphabet A to be a member of the set A n . For each such word w ∈ A n let |w| denote the length of w and w(i) the ith letter of w (for i between 0 and |w| − 1). The prefix of w of length m is denoted by w [m] and is defined for any 0 ≤ m ≤ n with the empty word denoted by ε. The concatenation of two words w and u is denoted by wu.
For a fixed n we identify the words over the alphabet {0, 1} of length n with natural numbers they represent (in a binary notation). For such words we define a partial addition; i.e., w + 1 is defined whenever w = 1 n and is equal to the binary representation (of a fixed length n) of the next natural number.
Most of the constructions present in this paper are based on the set M = {L, H, R} and the relation ≺ defined on this set. We present the list of all instances of this relation: c iabDj t , h , s (where i, j ∈ S ∃ ∪ S ∀ , a, b, c ∈ A, and D is either R or L) if the instruction iabDj executed by the machine T working on the tape t reading t (h ) in state s will produce the tape t with the head of the machine reading c on the position h in state s . More formally, the following hold:
• i = s and j = s ;
• t (h ) = a, t (h ) = b, and t (h ) = c. Note that if two configurations are in one of the relations defined above, then the two configurations together determine the relation; moreover, a relation together with any configuration determines the other configuration.
The transitive closure of the union of all relations defined above describes computations of a Turing machine. The elements larger in this closure appear later in a computation. More formally, we have the following. We move on to define an algebra associated with the Turing machine T. The construction will allow us to simulate the computations of the Turing machine in the subpowers of this algebra.
For every state s = 0 of the Turing machine T we define its counterpart s. For convenience we sometimes write 0 instead of 0. The universe of the algebra C(T) will be a disjoint union of the set
together with We begin by introducing auxiliary functions which are not among the operations of the algebra; their purpose is to allow for a more concise presentation of the material. The map · : V → V is defined in a natural way. We introduce a number of other auxiliary maps according to the following pattern. For any "mask" composed of white and black squares we define a function (a projection) which returns the parts of the symbol corresponding to black squares, for
is undefined as the argument does not possess all the necessary coordinates. All these maps extend naturally to the Cartesian powers of their domains.
For any machine instruction iabLj and any c ∈ A, we introduce a ternary operation F c iabLj defined as follows:
Note that for such an instruction we have F
). For an instruction iabRj and any c ∈ A, we define F c iabRj to be
otherwise.
). These are the computing operations of C(T). The second set of operations of the algebra C(T) consists of checking operations.
For any state i ∈ S ∃ we introduce a number of operations; namely, for any c ∈ A and any machine instruction iabDj we introduce an operation G c iabDj (x, y) in the following way: 
In the following lemma we present a number of basic consequences of the definitions.
Lemma 3.3. The following facts are true in C(T):
The element ⊥ is absorbing for all the operations of C(T).

For any computing operation F (x, y, z) of C(T), for any elements a, a , b, c of C(T), the following hold:
Moreover, for any computing operation
For any nontrivial term r(x) built from computing operations of C(T), for which there exists a tuple of elementsā of C(T) such that r(ā) = ⊥, we have
, some i and j, and some term r (x) such that r (ā) = ⊥.
For any nontrivial term r(x) built from computing operations of C(T), in
which each x i appears, there exists j such that if r(ā) = ⊥, then a j ∈ V and a i ∈ M for all i = j. The first two claims of this corollary follow directly from the definitions of the operations of C(T). Item 3 is straightforward by domain considerations, and item 4 is an easy consequence of it.
We define an injective map from the set of configurations on a tape of length k to V k (i.e., to the universe of C(T) k ) in the following way:
Next, we define a number of auxiliary elements of
For the defined elements δ
k is in the range of the function Ψ k if and only if ( , ), (a) = ( , ), (δ k i ), for some i, and there exist a state of the machine j and b ∈ A such that for every s < k we have
We proceed to prove a lemma.
Lemma 3.4. For any two configurations t , h , s and t , h , s , t , h , s ¡ c iabDj t , h , s if and only if
Proof. By symmetry, we may assume without loss of generality that D = L. We begin by proving the "if" direction. The definition of the operations of C(T) immediately implies that i = s and j = s . On coordinate h we have
and t (h ) = c. Focusing on coordinate h + 1, we see that δ k h (h + 1) = R, and since
and t (h ) = a and t (h ) = b. Focusing on the remaining coordinates we see that t (m) = t (m) for m = h and one direction of the implication is proved.
We prove the other direction coordinatewise. We consider cases with respect to the relation between a coordinate m and h :
•
• If m = h , then
• If m > h , then
This completes the proof of the lemma. We next prove a more interesting lemma. Proof. The fact that f (m) = ⊥, for all 0 ≤ m < k, immediately implies that
This implies the existence of appropriate t and t in A k . Putting s = i and s = j, we obtain the required configurations and the lemma is proved.
For any computation we introduce a computation term recursively. If a computation comp of dimension k has length one, we put
If two computations comp and comp are such that the last element of comp is t , h , s , the first element of comp is t , h , s , and
then we put 
The computation term r(x, y) for a computation t, h, s ¡
Proof. We prove the implication by induction on the length of the computation. If the computation is of length one, then r(x, y) = y and the implication is satisfied. Assume now that the implication holds for computation of length smaller than n. Then, for a computation
In−2 (x hn−2 , x hn−1 , r (x, y)), where r (x, y) is a term for the computation one step shorter. The inductive assumption implies that
and, using Lemma 3.4, we infer that r(δ
We define the notion of a checking term recursively. A t , h , s -checking term starting at t, h, s is defined in the following way: (r (x, y), r (x, y)) is a t , h , s -checking term starting at t, h, (r 0 (x, y) , . . . , r n (x, y), r (x, y)) is a t , h , s -checking term starting at t, h, s . The following proposition connects checking terms of the algebra C(T) with accepting configurations of the machine T.
Proposition 3.7. For any fixed dimension k the following are true: (r 0 (x, y) , . . . , r n (x, y), r (x, y)) is a t , h , s -checking term starting at t , h , s for any computation term r (x, y) starting at t , h , s and ending at t , h , s .
If there exist a t , h , s -checking term starting at t, h, s and a computation starting at t , h , s and ending at t , h , s , then there exists a t , h , schecking term starting at t , h , s .
The configuration t, h, s is accepting if and only if there exists a t, h, s
The "only if" direction of the second statement of the proposition follows from the recursive definition of the accepting configurations in the following way. All the configurations in state 0 have trivial checking terms starting at themselves. If, on the other hand, we have a configuration t, h, s for s ∈ S ∃ and an accepting configuration t , h , s such that t, h, s ¡ c I t , h , s for some I and c and a t , h , s -checking term starting at t , h , s , then the first part of the proposition provides us with a t , h , s -checking term starting at t, h, s denoted by r (x, y). In such a case G c I (r (x, y), y) is a t, h, s -checking term starting at t, h, s . The case of s ∈ S ∀ is an alphabetical variant of the same proof. The opposite direction of the implication is a straightforward consequence of the definition of checking terms.
The following corollary is a consequence of the previous proposition and the definition of checking terms.
Corollary 3.8. 
Proof. We prove the implication by induction on the number of checking operations in the term. If the number of checking operations is zero, then r(x, y) is a computation term and by Proposition 3.6 (and 0 = 0) the condition is satisfied. Assume now that the implication holds for smaller terms and fix a t , h , s -checking term 
and by Proposition 3.6
Using Lemma 3.4 we infer that
for each i, and thus, by the definition of the checking operations,
h, s ) is full, then r(x, y) is a computation term for some computation starting at t, h, s or a checking term starting at t, h, s .
Proof. If r(x, y) = y, then the implication holds. Assume that it holds for terms of depth smaller than n and choose r(x, y) of depth n.
If the outmost operation of r(x, y) is a computing operation, then, by item 3 of Lemma 3.3 and domain considerations, r(x, y) = F c I (x i , x j , r (x, y)) for some term r (x, y). The support of r (δ k 0 , . . . , δ k k−1 , Ψ k t, h, s ) has to be full, and, since the depth of r (x, y) is smaller than n, the proposition holds for it. The term r (x, y) is a computation term, since otherwise, by Proposition 3.9,
and, by the conditions imposed on T, there is no operation of T which can be executed in state 0, which is a contradiction. Thus, by inductive assumption and Proposition 3.6,
for t , h , s being the final configuration of some computation starting at t, h, s and r (x, y) being a computation term defined by this computation. Our assumption implies that the support of
On the other hand, Lemma 3.4 implies that t , h , s ¡ c I t , h , s and it is easy to check that r(x, y) is a computation term for the computation corresponding to r (x, y) extended by t , h , s .
If the outmost operation of r(x, y) is a checking operation, then
and the implication holds for each of the r i (x, y)'s and r (x, y). By domain considerations r i (x, y) are t i , h i , s i -checking terms starting at t, h, s and r (x, y) is a computation term for some computation starting at t, h, s and ending at t , h , s . Moreover, using Propositions 3.6 and 3.9 we infer that
Since the result is of full support we imply that
Finally, using the definition of the checking terms, we infer that r(x, y) is a t , h , s -checking term starting at t, h, s . The proposition is proved. We conclude this section with a result describing certain subalgebras of powers of C(T).
Corollary 3.11. For any element a of full support in the subuniverse of C(T)
h, s } one of the following three conditions is satisfied:
• a = δ k i for some i < k; or • a = Ψ k t ,
h , s for a configuration t , h , s which can be reached from t, h, s by the machine T; or • a = Ψ k t , h , s for an accepting configuration t , h , s which can be reached from t, h, s by the machine T.
4. A finite algebra with 2EXPTIME complete membership problem. We are ready to begin the final construction. We construct an algebra E(T) for a given alternating Turing machine T. We require the machine to comply with the following conditions:
• the only instruction that can be executed in the initial state 1 is of the form 1αaRj, where α is a letter that does not appear in any other instruction of T;
• there is no instruction of the machine T that changes the state of the machine into 1; • no instruction of machine T can be executed in an accepting state 0. Let A be a tape alphabet of the machine T; the states of the machine are S ∃ ∪ S ∀ with the initial state being 1 and the accepting state 0. We fix the machine T and denote E(T) by E.
The universe of the algebra E is the union of three pairwise disjoint sets and an extra element ⊥. The set of operations of the algebra consists of computing and checking operations (which will be defined analogously to computing and checking operations in C(T)), ternary operations F a and F a compl defined for any a ∈ A, unary operations G and Π, and a binary operation Ω.
As in the case of C(T) we will use auxiliary maps (which are not a part of the algebra): for example the map
is defined on all the elements other than ⊥ (the set X ∪Z and X , respectively) and return the parts of the symbol corresponding to black squares. The projections naturally extend to powers of algebra.
The first group of the basic operations of the algebra is responsible for generating an exponentially long tape for the computation of the machine T. For each element a ∈ A we define two operations of E(T), F a (x, y, z) and F a compl (x, y, z). Definition of an operation. We define
, and 
In such a case we put
, and
In such a case we put We denote the set of operations defined above, called the generating operations, by G. A closer examination of the definitions leads to the following lemma, whose proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 4.1. The following are true in E(T): 
where w(n− 1) is the (n− 1)th letter of the word w (the last letter, since w is of length n), and w [n−1] is the prefix of w of length n − 1. Moreover, for any word w ∈ A n we put f w (x, y) = f w 0 n (x, y). We list a number of results about the structure of terms of E(T). Proposition 4.2. For any number n > 0 and any word w over A, for any two words w , w over {0, 1} such that |w| = |w | = |w | = n and for any a 0 , . . . , a n , b ∈ E the following conditions are equivalent:
. . , a n , b) = ⊥; and 3. all of the following are true:
• if for some i < n we have
Proof. The equivalence of the first two conditions is implied by Lemma 4.1. It is also easy to see that a violation of any subcondition in the third condition leads to f w w (a 0 , . . . , a n , b) = ⊥. It remains to prove that if the third condition holds, then so do the other two. We prove this fact by induction on n. The induction hypothesis in our argument will prove a stronger fact, i.e., , (f w w (a 0 , . . . , a n , b)) = , (a n ).
For n = 1 we consider
(1,β),β )), and since
(1,β),β )) = ⊥ and the first item of Lemma 4.1 implies that the induction hypothesis holds. The case with F
Let us assume now that the implication holds for n − 1 ≥ 1 and proceed to prove it for n. The other case being similar we consider only w (n − 1) = 0; then f w w (a 0 , . . . , a n , b) = F w(n−1) a n−1 , a n , f
(a 0 , . . . , a n−1 , b) . (a 0 , . . . , a n−1 , b)) = , (a n−1 ).
By inductive assumption
By parts of the third condition a n ∈ Y, , (a n−1 ) ≺ , (a n ), and if , (a n−1 ) = H, then compl (x, y, z) and the first item of Lemma 4.1, the inductive step (and therefore the proposition) holds.
Note that this proposition implies that for any two words w over A and w over {0, 1}, for any element c ∈ {0, 1} n and any sequence (of length n+1) of elements of M such that each element is in relation ≺ with its successor we can find a 0 , . . . , a n , b ∈ E with f w w (a 0 , . . . , a n , b) = ⊥ and the , images of the elements a 0 , . . . , a n are equal to the given sequence, and , (a i ) = c(i) for any 0 ≤ i < n.
Proposition 4.3. For any w ∈ A n and w ∈ {0, 1} n and for any a 0 , . . . , a n ∈ Y, b ∈ E let w denote the word , (a 0 ) · · · , (a n−1 ) and m the size of a maximal common prefix of w and w . If 
T;
• there is no instruction of machine T that changes the state of the machine into 1; • no instruction of machine T can be executed in an accepting state 0. Note that the fact of a configuration being accepting implies that all computations have to be performed on the tape consisting of 2 |w+1| symbols (initially equal to e −wα ). For such a machine T, using Theorem 4.8, we infer that S wα / ∈ HSP(E(T)) ⇐⇒ w ∈ L, and thus the membership problem for the variety generated by E(T) is 2EXPTIME hard. The results of [BS00] show that the complexity cannot be higher then 2EXP-TIME, and thus the following theorem is proved. Theorem 4.13. There exists a finite algebra generating a variety with 2EXPTIME complete membership problem. As the authors remark the problem is solvable in 2EXPTIME just as the varietal membership problem is. Moreover, they present a simple reduction of the universal membership problem to the problem of generating the same varieties. Thus Theorem 4.13 implies that the problem of generating equal varieties is 2EXPTIME complete and answers Problem 6.8.
